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INTRODUCTION 

A plate which is fixed at its edges to a strong edge. 
support structure will develop large. compressive stresses.· 
when heated from ambient temperature more rapidly than the 
support structure. Determining the response of the plate 
to this situation requires stability analysis to ascertain 
whether the plate might buckle, or whether the constrained 

·~ thermal expansion will lead to compressive stresses exceed
ing the yield point because it did not buckle. A special 
case is considered here, both analytically and experi
mentally, in which the plate is curved slightly into a 

· cylindrical shape and the convex face of the plate is 
against a supporting surface. This case is more complex 

_ because the buckling mode will be a harmonic rather than 
the fundamental mode which is usually encountered. 

BUCKLING AND ITS IMPORTANCE 

Thermal expansion of a plate which is firmly fixed at 
its edges causes a buildup of compressive stress in the 
plate. This can lead to one o.f two consequences: The 
compressive yield stress can be reached causing permanent 
deformation; or the plate can buckle before reaching the 
yield point. Buckling, which in effect limits stress 
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-: .bec.aus~. _f_µrthe-r :_exparis.ion just increases _,~he _curvature _ 
of the buckled plate, can be considered beneficial in many 
cases. This is particularly true when it is important to 
avoid yielding of the plate or when stresses approaching 
the yield value -could lead to_ failure of edge support 
structure. 

F_igure _l _illust.rates _the special case __ of _a plate __ 
;-~- :with: .. sLfght_ cu-r:vature forming a .segment .of a _cyl.inder __ and 

.wi:th._s_llppor:t on _the back sur:face. of the plate. _In this 
i~~~;_taiiuie ~o buckle _could lead to compressive yieldipg 
of the plate or large enough forces to cause failure of 
the I-beam embedments or the concrete supporting them. 
Buckling, on the other hand~ '.CQ_:Uld.":_limit-- the stress and· 
support forces. In this _case, if the heat source was.on 
the conca~e-sid~ of_the plate, buckling would.also cause 
a gap between the plate and concrete which would reduce 
heat flow.:...to--the cone ret e. The -Overall effect on. plate, 
edge supports, and concrete would be quite different if 
.buckling occurred·------------- - .. --- - .. 

. . ~ ~ . -· - t -
. - - - ' -- . ---- - -------- ·----- - ·-··- -- -

-' 

.. ·.,,, 

1.22 m x 1.22 m x .0064 m 
Steel Plate 

I -Beam 
Embedded 

• -<i ~:: .... 

in Concrete--

. 

1 
4 .. 95 m Ra di Us 

!'"'..::':. _,,·.;.:. 

. ... ~ . ·-: 

-.~":.: .. 

Fig. 1. Edge view of a slightly curved thin plate with 
back support. 
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-- -- _: ___ Experie:ri~-e-~has_ -shown·, that ·eri.gine.er s:._ commonly make ___ _ 
-~two. intuitive errors regarding the .effects of heating on. 

_ the configuration in Figure 1. First, it is easy to con- ~-· 

--- elude that expansion. of ·the plate· wo.uld simply force it 
against the concrete and the concrete support would pre~ 
vent buckling. It is true that the initial curvature · 

·-·- - would· promote buckling toward the concrete, and that buck-:-· 
-- ling_--in--j;he:---f:undamen:tal. mode .. is prevented .. by .. the .. co.nqrete·. ·. 

Ho~vever /·as·-the· stress--continues to rise above the cri.tical 
level-··for .. fundamental- -mode -buckling, it. can .reach the __ level 
necessary-for some harmonic-mode which permits the.plate to 

-· buckle away from the concrete. The second common error is 
-·· to assume···.a st.rong .edge support structure is .rigid._ .. _ This-.. 

is a common.·-simplifying-assumption in stress. analysis , __ but 
is QQm15lc bely invalid::··in. analysis of stresses .caused ___ by __ _ 

-- constrained-thermal expansion. It will be rlemonstrated. ~ 
-- lat er that ·.even. -the·-slight deflect ion· under stress .. of_ a 
· - very strong·-edge---'support-·-has--·significant ... stress-.relie.v:ing ·_ 
-=~- effect on the thermal stress in the plate. · 

THEORY· 

. In analyzini whether buckling will play a significant 
--- stress-limiting role in a particular case, it is first 

··- necessary to predict whether buckling is likely to occu~ . 
before yield stress is reached. In the case considered . 

--· here, only harmonic buckling is p6ssible. Unfortun~tely 
the literature on buckling focuses on fundamental mode 
buckling because that is appropriate in most cases. 

-- Reference 1 (pp.474-488) gives the theoretical basis for 
.analyzing plates resting on an elastic foundation and for 
analysis of buckling, but the combination of buckling of. 
plates resting on an elastic foundation is not developed. 

-- The theoretical a»proach which will be developed here hai 
- ·li~ited validity because of the many. simplifying assump~ 

tions which were necessary. However it will serve to 
. ~ illustrate the important parameters in predicting buckling 

and will yield approximate predictions of critical stress 
for buckling in various modes. 

Critical Stress for Harmonic Modes ...;;_..--------········-· --······· 

If the curvature of the plate in Figure 1 is slight 
then the critical buckling stress will be approximately 
that. for a flat plate of the same dimensions. The 
critical stress iequired to initiate buckling is deter
mined by the energy method2. Either assuming the work 
done by the furces deflecting the plate exceeds the 
energy of bending with no stretching at buckling, or · 
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___:_~_ -~s s urning~ _th_e_ ~ed'g"e s r"igidly "fixed·· and ·5 ome 
-~.the middle at buckling, leads to the same 
~.critical forces in the plane of ~he plate 

.stretching .in 
equation for the 
(x,y plane). 

c 
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·-·-

- - ··-

----· 
----
·:· ... 
-_.. 

Nx, Ny, 
w (x,y) 
buckled 

and Nxy_ are .. ~he critical _forces per unit length, 
is _the deflection of the _plate .from its un- _____ · 
shape, .v is Poisson '.s ratio .. and ... -····-- -· __ 

.• - .• 1 -. . -·. . -

-~:~~,~~~---=-~~~-~,~~3~~~;=;·:_~-.~~-~ ,~--- -----~u-------~-- • ~- • - ---~---~ H• 

where E is elastic modulus and h is plate thickness. 
,-c lioo s i ng·-·a.·-·d e f 1 e c't i-on.--e quat i 0 n··--f 0 r- a· rec ·fang"ula r "pl'a_-£_e 
~--Eom:i;ia:til:ll«i·-·with-the built-·i~ ·edge···c-ondi.ti6n3_ ·· - - -· · 

. :weh 
w = 4 (1 - cos mn:X) (1 

a - cos n'ITy) 
b 

. ( 2) 

where w0 is maximum deflection, a and b are plate lengths 
in the x and y directions respectively, and in the x
direction 

m· = 2· for fundamental, 

m· = 4 for first harmonic 
' 

m = 6 for second harmonic etc. ) 

~ith corresponding values of n for fundamental and 
harmonics in the y-direction. If (2) is substituted. into 
(1) and the integrations carried out with Nx, Ny, D and 
v taken as constants and Nxy = O, the result is an 
equation for the critical forces 

,. ') 2 l . 3 11 0~ • 2 b 'IT2 Ny 
3~o n2 a 2] 

2 .[Nx64 m + 64 bIT a 

+ D n4 ,,. 2. cl bm4 
+ 3 an4 

+ 
m2n2) 

0 ( 3) . 'Q .. ~ bJ = 2 32 2 2 ab 
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--·-- - -- --------------·-. --- ·-
----··- . - - ··--·---~----· -------- .. 
:.....----·· ·-·- ---· -----·---··--· __ _. _____________ _ 
:_ _____ __ ';L'he ___ s_he~:t_qomponent -~_N xy is _taken,. as __ zero_ bee aµ~_e __ the 
.forces are due to thermal expansion and are assumed to b~ 
strictly compressive. Uniformity of Nx and.Ny would de-_ 
pend on uniformity of the edge restraint (each would be 
constant along an edge only if the edge restraint was 
rigid or deflected uniformly, so this assumption is an 
approximation). As will be shown in the next section, for 
_r_i_gi d .. edge __ re_s t raint s _:tJ1e_ -~ ompre s s i ve stress pr <?d U<;!~_d. _!>y . __ 
.restra:lried_-thermal expansion .. is _independent o:f length __ of ., 

·_: _t_he. plate_, __ so .it .w.i_ll __ be ass.umeP,_ that, eve~ for_ el~s.t.:!.~ 
~athe~·_than~~igid restraint_, Nx ~ Ny. With.this assumption 
and with the stress a = N/h, (3) can be solved for critical 

-· . 
,• 

stress. 

__ _(_4_) 
.. - . ' - .. ----- ·-- - -- -··- ·- -- - - ---- ... --- -·-···· .. -- -·-- -----. - . 

If m = n = 2, equations (3) and (4) reduce to the 
~orr~spohding equations-~iven by ~efe~ence 1 for- funda~ 
·mental ·mode buckli-ng. ·· - · · 

Figure 2 illustrates the plate shape for 'fundamental 
and first and second harmonic modes. It should be em-~

phasized that th~ derivation of (4) involved several 
simplifying assumptions and therefore it will yield 
approximate results. However, with stiff edge supports 

·and sliSht curvature (large cylindrical radius) the 
_. ~redicted values_of crcr should be reasonably clos~ to 

· .... 

.true values. Note that, for any partic~lar mode, crcr is 
proportional tq the square of plate thickness and is in
versely proportional to the square of the plate length and 
width dimen~lon~. Thick plate~ would reach a larger 

. stress befu.r-e buckling and large plates require .less ·· · 
stress to buckle as would be expected. 

Stress Produced by Constrained Thermal Expansion 

The strain in the x-direction in the plane of the 
plate.would be4 

e: x = .! [ cr x -v (cry + cr ) ] + a /J. T 
. E . z 

( 5 ) 

where a is the coefficient of thermal expansion and /J.T 
the change in temperature. For a thin plate crz = 0 and, 
if the edge supports are approximately rigid, cr -=crx=-cr 
(compressive stress due to restrained expansion~. If we 
take the center of the plate as reference, then outward 
displacem~nt of the edge relative to the center is 
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0 = x 
.. a t. 

2 E cr(l-V) +a ·6T ~ (6) 

Now if the edge supports are rigid and do not deflect, 
ox = 0 and the compressive stress produced by thermal 

i ... _e_xpansion would be 
. - ... _.. • --.::.:· :-:: ·r-- .- y-·· ---·· ····------ --- -· -- ----- ·---- ······--- ------··-········----. 

~.:::._- · -~-=c•_-:.:_ __ :;:_ __ ..:;.:"-.:·a-'-6T - E ·- -----~-- ---- .... . -( 7) --. 0 -
- ' --::-:-.~---- --~·::.~:-.. .- -:- - ( 1-v ) ---- -• - - ·--- •rn rn • _,,._ ' 

.--:...)_ ~:~: .. ::.: ___ ·:._-.·:~ .. : .. .:...-==..: ___ .~:."- ":':.:__. ---···---··· 

- . ~ 

which depends only on temperature. On the other hand·' if " 
the edge supports __ are ·elastic, as· most real· structures· 
would be , . ..:the. edge._.deflection of ·the plate ·would be--given· .. 
by ( 6), and" the c ompre s si ve· stress --produced by thermal---· --
expansion ··w6uld be ---=------ .:_ .. ~- ------ · · · -·.. · -- ---· --·· ---

........ --- -----· -·- -----~-: ·--·-, . 

----a-= a6T E --- .2E 0 ------------------·-
( 1-~) - a(l-v) ~ 

__ (_8_)_ -

- -·-· --- - ·- -·- ·- --- .. .. ·-· ···-· 
._, --The .second terni---on .th·e:-right si.de-· Cd.ue to __ elastic _d_eflec.:..· 

-'.'! 

. .'!_.I;_ 

tion of.the edge support) .~ill h~ve a large ·effect in 
r~ducing stress in the plate. In the case of elast~c 
deflection of the edge support, determining the relation
ship between stress and temperature change would requife 
solving (6) simultaneously with the equation for displace
ment of the edge support structure under the (assumed 
uniform) load from the plate. This would involve fairly 
straightforwa~d structural analysis of the support 
structure if' it ~~mained isothermal. Such analysis would 
be useful in estimating the relationshi~ between. cr and 
6T which could be used to estimate the T at which critical 

·stress would be reached. However, in reality the support 
structure would be heated by either the same heat source 
which hea~~ the plate or by conduction from the plate . 
The displacement of the support structure is the sum of 
that due to the load from the plate and that due to .. 
thermal expansion of the structure itself. An accurate 
structural and. thermal analysis would likely require 
finite element analysis primarily because the heat trans
fer analysis would be too complex for analytical solution. 

Stress versus Temperature Diagram to Predict Buckling 

Figure 3 shows the relationships between a and T 
for a l.22m x l.22m x .oo64m steel plate with fairly 
stiff edge support structure. Such a graph could be used 
to estimate at what temperature buckling is likely .to 
occur. Three straight lines are shown (assuming a,v, and 

T 
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E as constants) for stress as function of plate temper-
ature. If the _edge supports were truly rigid, the stress 
would grow very rapidly as the plate was heatea and at any 

~ te~perature would be much greater than would occur. if the 
edge support structure could deflect elastically. The 
most realistic a-T.curve would be that includine elastic 
deformation and thermal expansion of the edge structure . 

. Predicting whether buckling or yielding would occur first 
·- .. :8.s· the plate was heated (and the corresponding temper-

.. 

· .. ature) would require knowing or estinating this curve and 
.•nticipating which buckling mode is nost likely to occur . 

. ~ EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

.. . . · Two experiments were.performed at Hanford Engineering
Development Laboratory5 to deternine th~ effects of rapid 
heating on plates in a cylindrical geometry like Figure l. 

·:.: The first (designated FT-3) used.radiant heating.of the 
·steel plate so that. the plate could be observed and · :.-. 
-photographed, as well as deflection measurements .made. 

:: ·-during the heating. The s~cond test (designated. LT-1) 
used a spill of high temperature liquid ·sodium to heat 

... .": .. the plate. This gave extremely rapid rise in plate. 
···· ·temperature· b~t ~reel uded visual ,observation and extensive 

...... ~ 

-deflection measurements. __ 

-"' E ....... 
z 

co 
0 ..--
Cl) 
ll) 

Cl ... .... 
Cl) 

aJ 
> 
(') 
Cl) 

u· .. 
p.. 
E 
0 
0 

Fig. 3. 
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Isothermal Restraint 
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1 o-cr 
- - - - - - - - -. for 

. . . . . tn=·---:--:- --0 :- :.. -:... - -!;;::;=6 · · r 2 
. . Yield Strength n= 

of Steel · ~crcr for 
m=4 

- - - - - n=2 
·' {crcr for 

. m=2 
- - - - - - - - - - - n=2 

t I I t 

. 

100 . 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 . 

Mean Temperature of Plate. (°C) 

Stress versus temperature diagram for restrain
ed thermal ex~ansion. 
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Figure 4 shows a cross ~section of the test set-up to 
use radiant heaters to achieve rapid temperature rise in -
a steel plate. A ~ery stiff edge support structure was 

- provided around the edges of the test articl~ with 2.5c~ 
steel reinforcing bar tying the sides together. The 
hE! _ater~ ::-yere_:!-_ungst.en-filame.nt _quartz tube lamps _(about 
49_.:kw) · with- ceramic - embedded coiled - filament--heaters--

' (ab.b~t ,: 2 O_-k!'.') -::filling --in - any --spac es- between -them. -- Viewing 
po.rt s-- were-- provided - for - st-ill and movie photography .. , - and 
displacement was also measured at five points using linear 
potentiometers. -~igure - 3 -was drawn for the test article 

~J 

in Figure 4. ~--··-------- - - -· ---
---------·- ---- -r .._ - - - - ... 

Because -of- -the ...::.thermal - inertia of the ceramic, -the 
ceramic embedded - heaters rose in temperature somewhat 
slowly, so it - was - necessary - to -p~eheat them - for ~5 · minutes 

,- ----- - ---- --- ---------·. . ::.~! .... 
...... ; .. 

Fig. 4. FT-3 tAst c onfiguration ·(cros s -se ction view). 
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-at- the -be·gi~"hin g-·of ~the.,.. te~t ~ - Respo nse - o-f the quartz _tube 
heat~rs was very rapid, however, and they were able to 
heat the large steel plate quite _rapidly as shown in · 
Figure 5. The plate was also reasonably uniformly heated. 
The concrete surface bene~th the plate followed t~e plate _ 
temperature fairly closely until buckling occurred. After · 

-:-;.,- buckling the concrete surface temperature wa.s determined . 
-~ 

- ' .. •' 

~· -

__ ':,..-_ 

} __ _ 

--

-by.:;-hea t i-ng- fr_om _:;-t he--plat e- acro s s a - fai rly -.1 arge gap _and 
-cooiing-'-by - the still cold concrete beneath the . surface' 
-~nd-:-.i t -::rose more - slowly.---
L_..., • .; -·~-• ·• -·- - --- -- -

The observed sequence of significant events in the 
response of the . piate to the rapid ~eating was as followi: 

(1) - Gentle ~ucklin g at about -7~ mi nutes -when the _ 
- plate temperature -re ac hed about 325°C with 
-·second harmonic shape in both axial and 
--circumferential -directions ( m=6, n=6). -- ·-- -----

--
.-·.------· ___ --- '."~.;3.~_-: __ - __:_·.-: 

EDGE, TOP SURFACE 

concrete 

<Fig . 5, Temperature history for FT-3 test. 

--
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sition to fundamental mode in the axial direction 
and second harmonic mode in the circumferential 
direction · (m = 6, n = ~) at 40 minutes when the 
temperature reached about 580°C. 

-- Figure 3 gives an approximate explanation of the observed 
ey-ents. --:::-. As _ tp.e ___ temperature rose to 325°C, the _s_tress in _ 
-the:. plate--increased .- and. _reached the · critical level for 
sec o:g,d !J.armoni_c /second_ harmonic _buckling, _and buckl;Lng _ __,__ · 

-- was7- initiate.d: . .:..- Further. heating _result .ed in increaseq __ 
-- curvature of the buckled plate with compressive stress 

remaining approximately constant . .. At a · little ·over 1±_00°c 
the yield stress was ~ reached and compressive yielding_ 
commenced.- - Yielding re1:ieved the stress so that, as __ _ -

' 
-- heating continued, the stress followed approximat~ly the 
- yield strength line, - causing stress to drop below the_ 
- - level neces-sary to maintain _the_ secon.d harmonic/second 
-;- harmonic configuration . At about 580°c, because of in-

sufficient·-stress - to maintain its - shape, the plate popped 
viol~ntly4nto the - fundamental/s~cond harmonic shape . 

Post-test examination of the plate after it had 
~~ cooled confirmed that there was considerable residual 

tension in the plate due to compressive yielding, and 
~ -~-- .. ,.,.,., -- - -~.;;;.::;:::; ·-· ~~----==· - -- -- ·-- - --- -L-

o_ 
0 8 
f- ~ 5 
LL 0 
0 w 6 
z f- 4 

<( 4 0 _J 6 
f- n.. 
(f) LL 2 

0 0 1 Cl. 
I 

0 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 10 . 20 30 50 60 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE, CM 

Fig~ 6. Plate geometry at various times during FT -3 
-·~ - - -t~;t- - ( aYong crrcuinferential cen-ter1ine). --{ 1) . 

pretest, 21°C; (2) start qua~tz tube heaters, 
49°C; (3) after buckling, 8 min, 354°C; (4) 
before loud pops, 39 min , 577°C; (5) after pops, 
4 3 min , 5 8 2 ° C ; ( 6 ) p ~ s _~ .-~ e st , 21 ° C . __ \ 
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~after _the :PJ..at-e - was _cut fre·e ·af _the edge -supp.arts it was 
found to have residual bow due to yielding in bending at 
some time during the test. ' Figure 6 gives the shape of 
the plate at various times during the test. Note that, 
because of slight residual tensile . stress due to welding 
the plate to the embedments, ·the plate was not initially 
again~t the concrete back support. Heating and expansion 

-IflOYed. i t _ toward_ the_ support, but it buckled _before reach-
-i ng -the .'C 0 n c r -e-t ~ - - ~- - - -

The second test _made . use of a large test article in 
the form of-- a basin with a number _of steel plate and ... _ 
structural~component? _ inc orporated . in it. The _purpose ·of 
the test was . to - determine .the response of all these com
ponents to~? - Very _rapid- rise in temperature achieved by 
spilling ~Lquid -sodium - into the test . article. Figure 1 
shows a view of the test article looking down into it 

:..:f'.-r-om- above . - The -cylindrical curved plate in this case._ 
-was- 0.6lm x l . 22m: x 0. -64cm . and was. along the right wall 
of Figure 1, betw~en the floor and the horizontal shelf. 

_Fig. 7. Ll-1 test artirle (looking down from top). 
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'l'.he. gap_"Q_e_~1f.~·en:~.the -pl~t-~-~nd ·conc-rete was·.measure·a. by ·a 
gap transducer ·b-ehind the ··center-· ·of ·the plate. ·When- 593°c 
sodium was spilled into the test article, the temperature 
of the plate rose very rapidly to a~out 490°C as.sho~n ·· · 
in Figure 8. In this test, with the plate· being half as 
large in the axial direction as the plate in the FT-3 
test, the critical stress for second harmonic/second 
~armonic_buckling would have been 6.55 x 108 N/m2 which 
_·is ..:.considerably·_ ab~ve - th,~ yield stress .. However,- as··-··· 
.shown __ in .. Figure 9 .th.e _plate .. did __ ~uckle less than a .mfnute 
_af.ter_.~the spill. .. In F_igure _9, as ___ in .. Figur~---~6, __ the_J?rtial 
gap was due to residual stress in the plate from welding·.' 
it to· embedments ~tits_ edges· .. Frbm the .fact that th~.·
pla t'e .h.ad·.::buckle.d ;: .. and·. from _the :·post.-t est. ·shape_ of~ .tj1'~ ·· · 
plate,·.it was c·oncluded ... that_it had-' buckled· directly:.to 
the':fiindamental/.s:econd har.monic. inbde_· in· this .case_:-. -·-··· 

SUMMARY AND.CONCLUSIONS. 

·-------The. approximate. relation for critical .stress. tq ___ _ 
~initiate harmonic· mode~ buckling (equatio·n 4) and the:.:: 
stress-temperature diagram for a particular plate con- · 
figuration (Figure 3 being an example) were developed to. 

,permit predicting buckling of a cylindrical plate with a 
back support. The experimental results give some hope· 
that the approach may be successful. The results· of the 
FT-3 test, especially, seem to be explained reasonably 
well by the theoretical relationships- However, because 
of the great difficulty in measuring stress or strain at 
high temper~ture (especially when temperature is changiµg 
rapidly) stress measurement was not attempted in either. 
of the tests. As a result the confirmation of the theo- .. · 
retical resn1ts must be considered primarily qualitative. 
Al Ro nothing in the development given here would allow. 
predicting which mode of buckling would be most likely to·. 
occur. It is clear intuitively that the second harmonic 
configuration should be most likely in the circumfer-: '. ._ 
ential direction (Figure 2); bec~use the fundamental is 
prevented by the back support, and the second harmonic is 
the first available shape with the symmetry required by 
the cymmetric edgP ~nnditions. In the axial direction, 
however, it is not at all clear why the fundamental 
(away from thR back support) should not be the most 
lik~ly mode, since it requires the lowest critical stress .. 
That apparently was the case in the LT-1 test, but in the 
FT-3 test the stress initially passed the level required 
for the fundamental mode and buckled into the second 
harmonic shape.· Clearly more analysis of this question 
is nRR~Rd. It may be that mode was influenced by 
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.. 
initial stress asymmetries due to initial welding of the 
plate. If this is the case more tests should.be performed 
to either eliminate residual stresses due to welding or 
determine their effec~s bi planned revisions in the weld
ing ·sequence. 

In both tests reported here the plates did buckle, 
but the buckling stress was quite high. Subsequent con
~inued rise in temperature caused the yield strength of 

... the material to drop, and, since the stress· in the buckled 
_ ~late was high, yield strength dropped below the actual 

stress and yielding occurred. Buckling, therefore, did 
not serve to. avoid yielding. It ·did limit the force 

- .exerted on the edge support structure, however, and it. did 
reduce the heat transfer t~ the concrete back support. 

;_.:::._·.Development ancJ. understanding of a diagram like Figure 3 
=--'·- i'or a particular __ situation. could perni t choosing plate 
_:..:..._ dimension and thickness. to achieve desired results re-
--- garding buckling and yielding. For example, substantially 

iarger plates in eith~r.test would have permitted buckling 
·-- _at a much lower _ .. s-tres-s, and. subsequent yielding could 
. ·---·.probably have been avoided. 

;:.-... 
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